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Cartesian product operation 

The cartesian product operation is denoted by a cross(X) symbol. It 

allows us to combine information from any two relations. We write 
cartesian product of two relations R1 and R2 as R1 X R2. The cartesian 

product of any two relations R1 (of degree m) and R2 (of degree n) 

yields a relation R1 X R2 of degree m+n. This product relation has all the 
attributes that are present in relations R1 and R2 and the tuples in R1 X R2 

are also possible combinations of tuples from R1 and R2. So, if cardinality 
of R1 is x and cardinality of R2 is y, then the cardinality of R1 X R2 is xy. 

It is also called cross product operation. 

 

For example, To select all attribute from the  cross product of both 

relation. 

Relation algebra query: 

                    (Loan X Borrower) 

SQL: 

                   select * from Loan, Borrower; 
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Result: 

 

Q. write a relational algebra query and sql from above the relation Loan 
and Borrower. To select all attributes after the cross product of both 

relation, where Branch_name is SBI City. 

Relational algebra query: 

σ
Branch_name=”SBI City”

(Loan x Borrower)    

SQL: 

Select * from Loan, Borrower where Branch_name=’SBI City’; 

Result: 

 

Q. write a relational algebra query and sql from above the relation Loan 
and Borrower. To select Branch_name, Customer_name, Amount after 

the cross product of both relation, where Branch_name is SBI City. 
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 Relational algebra query: 

ϖ
Branch_name,Customer_name,Amount(

σ
Branch_name=”SBI City”

(Loan x Borrower)
)    

SQL: 

Select * from Loan, Borrower where Branch_name=’SBI City’; 

Result: 

 

Q. write a relational algebra query and sql from above the relation Loan 
and Borrower. To select  Customer_name, Amount after the cross product 

of both relation, where Loan_number is equal in both relation. 

Relational algebra query: 

ϖ
Customer_name,Amount(

σ
Loan.Loan_number=Borrower.Loan_number

(Loan x Borrower)
)    

SQL: 

Select Customer_name,Amount from Loan, Borrower where 
Loan.Loan_number=Borrower.Loan_number; 

Rseult: 

 


